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Abstract
Supervised training of object detectors requires well-annotated large-scale datasets,
whose production is costly. Therefore, some efforts have been made to obtain annotations in economical ways, such as cloud sourcing. However, datasets obtained by these
methods tend to contain noisy annotations such as inaccurate bounding boxes and incorrect class labels. In this paper, we propose a new problem setting of training object
detectors on datasets with entangled noises of annotations of class labels and bounding
boxes. Our proposed method efficiently decouples the entangled noises, corrects the
noisy annotations, and subsequently trains the detector using the corrected annotations.
We verified the effectiveness of our proposed method and compared it with state-of-theart methods on noisy datasets with different noise levels. The experimental results show
that our proposed method significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

1

Introduction

Object-detection technologies using supervised learning have achieved rapid development in
recent years. Most research results on object detection are based on reliable well-annotated
datasets, such as ImageNet [4] and MS-COCO [13]. The production of a well-annotated
dataset is labor intensive and extremely expensive in real-world applications, and some efforts [3, 11, 16, 25] have been made to reduce the cost of dataset production. However,
the datasets obtained by these methods usually contain noisy annotations such as inaccurate
bounding boxes and incorrect class labels. Owing to the interference of noise, the detectors trained on these datasets tend to perform worse than detectors trained on well-annotated
datasets.
In this paper, we refer to datasets that contain incorrect annotations as noisy datasets. We
propose a novel problem setting of training object detectors on noisy datasets with entangled
noise. As multi-task learning models, object detectors are affected by incorrect annotations
in a far more complex manner than CNN-based image classifiers. The entanglement of incorrect classification annotations and inaccurate localization annotations makes the analysis
of complex effects challenging. For example, an incorrect localization annotation not only
© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed framework. The center matching initially corrects
the annotated bounding boxes and outputs the results grouped with the candidate regions, as
detailed in Section 3.2. The pre-forward stage classifies and regresses the candidate regions,
and the cross-iteration noise judgment identifies the noisy labels on the basis of the results;
these are introduced in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, respectively.
can directly mislead the training of the regression head of the detector but also can affect the
training of the classification head by providing misplaced region features. From the results of
the experiments on artificial noisy datasets, we observe a huge gap in performance between
the detectors trained on noisy datasets and those trained on clean datasets. To this end, we
propose a framework based on Faster R-CNN to mitigate the negative impact of both types
of noise by correcting incorrect training annotations online. The main idea of our proposal is
to correct the two types of noise in the dataset by the prediction of the model as the training
proceeds and subsequently using the corrected annotations to supervise the training of the
model.
We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
• We propose a novel problem setting, which is training object detector on dataset with
entangled noisy annotation.
• We comprehensively evaluate the impact of location noise and classification noise on
object detector.
• We propose a framework and several novel methods to decouple the entangled noise.
By reducing the noise level of the noisy training dataset, our framework can efficiently
alleviate the negative impact of noisy annotations on object detector.
• We conduct experiments on artificial noisy datasets with different types and levels of
noise; our proposal significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.

2

Related Work

For training DNNs with noisy data in classification task, Arpit et al. [1] suggested that DNNs
first learn simple patterns and subsequently memorize noisy data. Furthermore, it was verified that noisy labels lead to high training losses [21]. Based on these results, memorizationbased methods for image classification have been proposed. Co-teaching [19, 26] simultaneously trains two classifiers, and each classifier selects samples with relatively low losses
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in each mini-batch to teach the peer classifier. The joint optimization framework [21] uses
model prediction to update the labels in the dataset and uses a label distribution-based regularization term to prevent the model from irreversibly over-modifying the dataset. In addition, methods such as JoCoR [24] and symmetric cross-entropy loss [23] that use the predictions of the model to guide the training are proposed.
Unlike with the noisy label-supervised image classification, which has achieved many
results [7, 10, 17, 20, 22, 27, 28], only a few studies have focused on the noisy annotationsupervised object detection. Mao et al. [15] observed a positive correlation between the
noise level of the dataset and the training loss of the object detector, and consequently applied the joint optimization framework to the noisy annotation-supervised object-detection
task, thereby significantly reducing the impact of noise on the model accuracy. However,
their method only focuses on localization annotations and assumes that all classification
labels are correct. NOTE-RCNN [6] addresses the noisy annotations using a pre-trained detector, whose training requires a small number of clean annotations. Li et al. [12] used a
gradient-based approach, named CA-BBC, to correct noisy localization annotations and a
pseudo-label-based approach to correct noisy classification labels. They updated all annotations in the training dataset indiscriminately. In contrast to their method, our method first
discriminates noisy labels using a reliable method and subsequently applies pseudo-label
correction to those labels judged to be incorrect on the basis of the accurate noise judgment.

3

Proposal

For simplicity, in the following explanation, we assume that there is only one object and its
corresponding annotation is {b, y} on each image x, where b denotes the annotated bounding
box of the object and y denotes the class label of the object, and there is only one image in
each iteration. In practice, the steps described below are applied to multiple objects in each
input image.

3.1

Pipeline

Faster R-CNN In our proposed framework, we train the Faster R-CNN with an additional
pre-forward stage to decouple the entangled localization annotation noise and classification
noise. Faster R-CNN consists of the feature extractor E, the region proposal network (RPN)
R, the classification head Hc and the regression head Hr . For each iteration during the
training, the feature map f of the training image x is extracted by the feature extractor E as
follows:
f = E(x).
(1)
The RPN R takes f and generates region proposals P, which is denoted by
P = R( f ).

(2)

Then, P is subsequently sampled and annotated on the basis of the annotation {b, y}, and
each region r in sampled P is used to extract the region features fr as follows:
fr = RoIAlign( f , r).

(3)

Finally, the classification head Hc takes the region features and outputs the class-wise
probability s(r) of each region r, which is denoted by:
s(r) = Hc ( fr ).

(4)
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At the same time, the regression head Hr takes the region features as follows:
rregressed = Hr (r, fr ),

(5)

where rregressed is the regressed region of r, which is the refined region according to the offset
prediction of the regression head.
In the general training of the Faster R-CNN, the feature extractor E, the RPN R, the classification head Hc , and the regression head Hr are optimized by SGD under the supervision
of the annotated region proposals. To deal with the noisy annotation, we insert an additional
pre-forward stage after the generation of the proposals P (Eq. 2) and before the training of
the network, as shown in Figure 1.
Pre-forward Stage for Annotation Refinement First, to deal with the localization noise, we
propose a center-matching correction to generate an initially corrected bounding box b∗ and
a set of candidate regions Bcandidate based on the region proposals P, which will be detailed
in Section 3.2. Then, the region features of b∗ and Bcandidate are calculated using the RoI
Align [9] as follows:
fb∗ = RoIAlign( f , b∗ ),

(6)

Fcandidate = {RoIAlign( f , b) | b ∈ Bcandidate }.

(7)

Next, we feed fb∗ and Fcandidate to the classification head and the regression head as
follows:
s(b∗ ) = Hc ( fb∗ ),

(8)

Scandidate = {Hc ( f ) | f ∈ Fcandidate },

(9)

Bregressed = {Hr (b, f ) | (b, f ) ∈ (Bcandidate , Fcandidate )},

(10)

s(b∗ )

and Scandidate denote the classification probability of the initially corrected
where
bounding box s(b∗ ) and candidate regions Bcandidate , respectively. Bregressed denotes the regressed candidate regions of Bcandidate .
To identify the label noise, we apply cross-iteration noise judgment (as described in
Section 3.3) on the basis of the classification loss L(b∗ , y) for b∗ , which is denoted by
L(b∗ , y) = CrossEntropy(s(b∗ ), y).
(11)
For each label y that is judged to be noisy, we use the class having the largest predicted
probability as the pseudo-label y∗ , which is denoted by
y∗ = arg max s(c|b∗ ),

(12)

c

where c denotes the classes of the dataset. When
s(y∗ |b∗ ) > 0.5,

(13)

we consider the pseudo-label y∗ to be reliable and we update y by y∗ . Otherwise, {y, b} is
discarded and not used for training in the current iteration. Once an annotation {y∗ , b} is
used for training, the annotated bounding box b is further modified to b∗m as follows:
(14)
b∗m = (b∗ + b∗1 + b∗2 )/3,
where {b∗1 , b∗2 } ⊂ Bregressed denotes the regression results of {b1 , b2 } ⊂ Bcandidate , where
{b1 , b2 } are the candidate regions with the highest and second-highest confidence in category y∗ . We use the refined annotation {y∗ , b∗m } to train the Faster R-CNN.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the classification loss caused by noisy labels and clean labels. The
loss values of the noisy labels are clearly separated from those of the clean labels.

Figure 3: Architecture of the cross-iteration noise judgment. A dynamic threshold is calculated according to the loss values maintained in the previous iterations. The CINJ judges
the credibility of the current labels by comparing their loss values with the threshold. The
labels judged to be clean are maintained for training, whereas the labels judged to be noisy
are modified, as described in Section 3.1.

3.2

Center-Matching Correction

Previous works [15, 21] verified the conclusion that the noise level of classification labels
and location annotations is positively correlated with the corresponding training loss and
proposed that modifying the annotations in the direction of reducing the loss value can reduce
the noise level of the dataset. Inspired by their work, we also attempt to correct the training
annotation with prediction and optimize the network parameters with SGD alternately.
Because the classification head Hc and the regression head Hr are dependent on the
region proposals generated by RPN R, we decide to find the correct region proposals to deal
with localization noise first. Fortunately, we notice that both the training and the inference of
the RPN are class-agnostic, which implies that we can ignore the class label noise and correct
the location annotation by matching the proper proposals to each annotated bounding box.
The most straightforward method is to assign the proposals to the closest annotated
bounding boxes based on their IoU. However, when the annotated bounding boxes are significantly distorted owing to noise, these bounding boxes cannot be matched to any proposals,
even if the proposals are accurate. To solve this problem, we propose a center matching
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strategy that is more effective than the IoU, as it can match a bounding box with nearby proposals, even if the annotated bounding box is severely distorted in shape and has low IoUs
with the corresponding proposals.
We introduce the criterion that calculates the fitness between the bounding boxes and the
proposals. Given an annotated bounding box b and a proposal p ∈ P, where P denotes all the
proposals generated by the RPN, the fitness between b and p can be calculated as follows:
f it(b, p) = 1 − (D(b, p) + γ · C(b, p)),

(15)

f it(b, p) measures the similarity between the annotated bounding box b and the region proposal p. The center of the noisy annotated bounding boxes are usually still near the objects,
even if their shapes are severely distorted. Therefore, we expect to match the region proposals and annotated bounding boxes on the basis of the distances of their centers. D(b, p)
measures the relative distance between b and p. Let (xc , yc ), W , and H denote the coordinates
of the center point, width, and height of the bounding box, respectively. The calculation of
D(b, p) is formulated as follows:
p
(xcb − xcp )2 + (ybc − ycp )2
D(b, p) =
.
Wp + H p

(16)

Matching based on distance makes it more difficult to find the corresponding proposals for
large objects than for small objects. Therefore, we divide the Euclidean distance by the size
of the object to mitigate the difference between objects of different sizes. For simplicity, the
size of the objects are approximately represented by the half circumference of the proposals.
C(b, p) denotes the size difference between bounding box b and proposal p as follows:
C(b, p) =

Wb + Hb
−1 .
Wp + H p

(17)

C(b, p) is designed to prevent proposals from being assigned to incorrect overlapping
bounding boxes. We expect this term to work only when the differences in the calculated
D(b, p) are not significant. Therefore, the parameter γ is set to 0.1 to prevent this term from
interfering with the distance determination in the usual case.
For the proposals Ph that have Top-100 objectness scores generated by the RPN, where
Ph ⊂ P, we calculate the fitness between the proposals and the annotated bounding box b,
and maintain the proposals with a large fitness as follows:
Bcandidate = { p | f it(b, p) > 0.9, p ∈ Ph }.

(18)

Subsequently, a few proposals in Bcandidate that have Top-10 objectness scores are maintained and the others are discarded to reduce redundancy. We use the proposal that has the
highest objectness score p∗ to perform class-agnostic refinement on each annotated bounding
box b as follows:
b∗ = α · p∗ + (1 − α) · b
(19)
After all, the center-matching correction initially modifies the annotated bounding box
b to b∗ , which is used for classification noise judgment and label refinement. At the same
time, other candidate regions Bcandidate are utilized for further localization refinement, as
described in Section 3.1.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the bounding box refinement during training. The red boxes denote
the noisy annotations in the training dataset with the noisy parameters of NLabel = 40% and
NBBox = 40%. The correction results of the first step are shown in yellow boxes, whereas the
final correction results are shown in white boxes.

3.3

Cross-Iteration Noise Judgment

We noticed that the correctness of the classification labels is a dominant factor in the magnitude of the classification loss, as shown in Figure 2. This phenomenon motivate us to
distinguish the incorrect labels from the correct labels, which allow us to refine the noisy
labels and maintain the clean class labels. Thus,We propose a noise judgment method called
cross-iteration noise judgment (CINJ), which uses an adaptive threshold to judge the classification labels of the current training iteration, as shown in Figure 3.
We maintain the classification loss L(b∗ , y) for all the annotated bounding boxes in the
pre-forward stage of each iteration. The CINJ adaptively discriminates the credibility of the
current class labels by comparing the relative magnitude of the classification losses in the
current iteration with the loss values maintained in the previous iterations.
Let Li (b∗ , y) denote the classification loss corresponding to an annotation {b, y} in the
i-th iteration. The CINJ mechanism maintains a queue Q = [Li−N , Li−N+1 , ..., Li−1 ] of loss
values, which contains N loss values in the latest dozens of iterations. For simplicity, we
assume that there is only one image in each iteration. Each L j ∈ Q uniquely corresponds
to an annotation {b j , y j } in the training dataset. Let Q∗ = [L∗1 , L∗2 , ..., L∗N ] denote the result
of sorting Q in the ascending order. When R% of the classification labels in the dataset
are incorrect and Q∗ is sufficiently long, we can assume that approximately R% of the loss
values in Q∗ correspond to the incorrect labels. Because the noisy labels cause larger loss
values than those of correct labels, as shown in Figure 2, the loss values corresponding to
the R% incorrect labels are clustered at the back end of Q∗ . Therefore, we use an acceptance
rate r = 1 − R% to compute an adaptive threshold T = Q∗br·Nc , and labels with loss values
greater than this threshold T are considered as noisy labels. As queue Q is updated after
each iteration, T dynamically changes.

4
4.1

Experiments
Dataset

We manually introduce different levels of symmetric classification label noise and uniform
localization noise into the clean PASCAL VOC [5] and MS-COCO [13] datasets. We use two
parameters, NLabel and NBBox , to control the level of symmetric class label noise and uniform
bounding box localization noise, respectively. In particular, for all artificial noisy datasets,
NLabel of the classification labels are randomly chosen and replaced by other categories. The
horizontal coordinates of all bounding boxes are perturbed by a number of pixels uniformly
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Table 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the noisy PASCAL VOC dataset
07+12. The results (mAP@50) are evaluated on the clean test split of the VOC 2007
dataset.Bounding box refinement(BR) includes the initial bounding box correction in the
center-matching correction (Eq. 19) and the final correction (Eq. 14). Label refinement(LR)
includes the CINJ (Section 3.3) and the class label refinement (Eq. 12).
NBBox
NLabel
Baseline [2, 18]
Co-teaching [12, 19]
NOTE-RCNN [6, 12]
CA-BBC [12]
Baseline + BR
Baseline + LR
Proposal

20%
74.2
76.5
76.7
79.1
−
79.9
79.9

0%
40%
70.3
74.1
74.9
77.7
−
79.3
79.3

60%
65.8
69.9
69.9
74.1
−
76.6
76.6

0%
75.5
75.6
76.0
77.9
78.4
−
78.4

20%
20% 40%
73.1 69.6
73.2 69.7
73.7 70.1
76.7 74.8
74.3 71.2
76.9 75.5
77.2 76.4

60%
63.2
65.1
65.8
71.9
66.0
71.6
72.8

0%
58.9
60.6
63.4
71.9
73.4
−
73.4

40%
20% 40%
55.9 53.7
59.7 55.8
61.5 57.8
70.6 69.1
70.2 65.9
60.3 58.6
71.7 70.3

60%
47.9
50.4
53.7
64.5
60.4
55.0
66.6

Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the MS-COCO dataset. The results
are evaluated on the clean validation split of the MS-COCO 2017.
Method
Baseline [2, 18]
Co-teaching [12, 19]
NOTE-RCNN [6, 12]
CA-BBC [12]
Baseline + BR
Baseline + LR
Proposal

Nl = 20%, Nb = 20%
mAP@0.5 mAP@[.5,.95]
47.9
23.9
49.7
24.6
50.4
25.1
53.5
27.7
52.9
28.1
54.0
29.7
54.3
30.2

Nl = 40%, Nb = 40%
mAP@0.5 mAP@[.5,.95]
29.7
10.3
35.9
14.6
38.5
15.2
47.4
21.2
44.6
19.3
40.1
17.2
47.5
21.7

drawn from [−wNBBox , +wNBBox ], and from [−hNBBox , +hNBBox ] for the vertical coordinates,
where w and h denote the width and height of the corresponding box, respectively. By
combining these two parameters, we obtain artificial noisy datasets with different levels of
noise, where the classification noise and the localization noise are entangled together.

4.2

Implementation

We construct the proposed framework based on a Faster R-CNN with ResNet-50 [8] and
FPN [14] as the feature extractor. All the models trained on the noisy PASCAL VOC datasets
use an SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01, a momentum of 0.9, and a weight decay
of 1 × 10−4 . For the experiments on the MS-COCO dataset, the learning rate is changed to
5 × 10−3 , and the others remain unchanged. Our implementation is based on the mmdetection toolbox [2] and the training schedule basically follow the default training configuration
provided by the toolbox. When training the Faster R-CNN using our proposal, we start the
judgment and correction after the first epoch to obtain stable results. The length N for queue
Q is set to 128, and the acceptance rate r is set close to the percentage of correct class labels
in the training dataset for all the results reported in Table 1. α is set to 0.2 and 0.4 for datasets
with noise rates NBBox = 20% and 40%, respectively. The quantitative sensitive analysis on
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Table 3: Ablation experiments: mAP of the noisy localization annotation refinement.
Bounding Box Refinement (BR)
Center-Matching
Refinement
(Eq. 19)
(Eq. 14)
X
X

NBBox

X

20%

40%

75.5
77.3
78.4

58.9
68.4
73.4

Table 4: Ablation experiments: mAP of the noisy label refinement.
Label Refinement (LR)
CINJ
Refinement (Eq. 12)
X
X

X
X

20%
74.2
78.3
78.9
79.9

NLabel
40%
70.3
74.4
76.9
79.3

60%
65.8
70.0
71.4
76.6

the hyperparameters are shown in the Supplementary Material.

4.3

Experiment Results

We apply our proposal on the PASCAL VOC 07+12 dataset with different levels of artificial
noise, and the results are shown in Table 1. Our proposed method outperforms state-of-theart methods by a significant margin on all noisy datasets with different noise levels. Figure 4
shows the results of the bounding box correction while training the detector on a dataset
with NLabel = 40%, NBBox = 40%. Our proposed method can significantly reduce localization
noise even if the classification labels are unreliable. Furthermore, center-matching correction can correct the bounding boxes with high-level noise. The evaluation of the corrected
training dataset is provided in Supplementary Material.
Table 2 shows the experimental results on the noisy MS-COCO dataset. Our proposal
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods under the supervision of noisy datasets.
The experimental results confirm that our proposal is effective in alleviating the negative
impact caused by noisy annotations.

4.4

Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct ablation experiments on noisy Pascal VOC datasets to examine
the effectiveness of each part of our proposal. As each of our modules explicitly targets a
particular type of noise, we separately examine our methods on the datasets with the corresponding noise.
For the bounding box noise, the bounding box refinement (BR) involves two steps. The
first step is performed by the center-matching correction and initially corrects the bounding
boxes regardless of the class labels. The second step uses the class labels to choose candidates with top-2 confidence in the corresponding category and subsequently correct the
corresponding bounding box using Eq. 14. Table 3 shows the effect of the two steps, both of
which contribute to the performance of our proposal.
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Table 5: mAP on datasets with pair classi- Table 6: mAP on datasets with Gaussian lofication label noise.
calization annotation noise.
Method
Baseline
Baseline + LR

Pair-Noise Rate
20% 30% 40%
76.3 71.3 61.7
79.8 78.6 69.8

Method
Baseline
Baseline + BR

0.2
71.5
74.9

σ2
0.25
66.4
73.1

0.3
59.8
71.0

For the classification noise, our label refinement (LR) first performs the CINJ to judge
the correctness of the labels and subsequently replace those labels judged to be noisy with
pseudo-labels. Table 4 shows the effectiveness of both steps when dealing with noisy class
labels. The results in the first row are obtained using the vanilla Faster R-CNN. The second
row shows the results when only the CINJ is performed, and all labels judged to be noisy
are discarded without modification. The third row shows the results when all class labels
are replaced by high-confidence pseudo-labels without noise judgment. When the two steps
work together, the proposed method achieves the best performance.

4.5

Evaluation on Other Types of Noise

We further construct more challenging noisy datasets to examine the effectiveness of our
proposal. For the classification labels, we introduce pair noise, which randomly select R%
samples from each class y and change their label indices to y + 1. For the localization annotations, we introduce Gaussian noise. The horizontal coordinates of all bounding boxes
are perturbed by δ w pixels and by δ h for the vertical coordinates, where w and h denote the
width and height of the corresponding box, respectively, and δ is drawn from a Gaussian
distribution δ ∼ N(0, σ 2 ). The precise definitions of the noises are provided in the Supplementary Material.
The results are shown in Tables 5 and 6. The experimental results confirm that our
proposal can significantly alleviate the negative impact caused by noisy annotations, despite
the type of noise.

5

Conclusion

In this study, we propose a novel problem setting of training object detector on datasets
with entangled classification noise and localization annotation noise. We proposed an effective correction method based on center matching for localization annotation noise to match
extremely noisy bounding boxes to the proposals generated by the RPN. We observed the
behavior of the object detector under the supervision of noisy class labels and noticed that
noisy labels led to significantly high values of classification loss. On the basis of this finding, we proposed a noise-judging method, called cross-iteration noise judgment, to identify
incorrect training labels. We arrange the steps with an additional pre-forward stage to decouple the entangled noise. Our proposal significantly outperforms the baseline by reducing
the noise level of the training dataset. Each proposed step is experimentally shown to be
effective in alleviating the negative impact caused by incorrect annotations.
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